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To provide a guided creative process to engage educators with 
humility, vulnerability, and feelings as they identify and take 
actionable steps toward creating a more affirming and accessible 
learning environment for students.

Initial Goals



Also a workshop that..
-Normalizes that you are a person of impact 
(and so are the students you work with)

- Holds awareness of power and privilege dynamics and 
intersectionality 

- Has space for thinking that is expansive

-Normalizing that commitment to being an anti-oppressive 
educator is a lifelong commitment that your academic 
communities will witness you on and benefit from.

- Has space for holding multiple truths



-

-

- Facilitating a well attended two-part professional, pedagogical 
workshop unapologetically about feelings that was offered to Pratt 
faculty with support from The Center for Teaching and Learning. 
Participants engaged in art making, free writes and reflections.

-

Project accomplishments



Data

All Data taken from Google Polls from first and second 
workshops.



At the Start of Workshop 1





My Movement Style Today is......13 responses

Windy

A bit halting

gravity

Languid

quick and sporadic.

recovering the long day :)

frenetic

slow and steady

Stationary

considered

Sluggish

Abstract Expressionism

energetic....



One example of how I CURRENTLY lessen the impact of oppression in my classroom (or work environment)14 responses

encourage all to fail and laugh from time to tiime

Using the Power Flower and being open for challenging conversations

Taking 3 breaths at the beginning

have everyone learn and use everyones names and pronouns from day one

Ensuring that everyone is given the chance to speak

Investing in ongoing personal reflection / learning and attending important sessions like this.

creating community feeling

I try to de center the authority

model introductions with my pronouns

Talk about it

show my own vulnerabilty through a story telling a narrative that is in
someway directly or indirectly relating to the issue on hand

Invite compassion and listening to the mind and body into the room.

By bringing humor and jollity in the classroom.

trying to stay empathetic to others feelings / backgrounds



One example of how I would like to lessen the impact of oppression in my classroom (or 
work environment) in the FUTURE 14 responses

Relaxation techniques upon entering the studio

Using the Power Flower and being open for challenging conversations

Actively creating skills shares w others who care about this

keeping an open mind

For everyone to feel like the space is equally theirs

Share information and gather input.

get to know how oppression looks like for more folks

Make sure everyone feels like they have a voice

Learn how to conduct class in a more conversational/dialogue manner rather than lecure
More action

less personal stories and more teaching skill improvement or

Meditation and rest being a part of the curriculum.

I would like to learn about methods that focus on abolishing the power dynamics between the 

instructor and students so no party feels oppressed by overarching structures that derive from 

positionality and/or authority.

learning more about what can be oppressive to others..... more insight



Group 1 Wrap Up Survey



What did you take away from this creative exploration?13 responses

Look at what you don't bring to the table

feelings do matter

thoughts to ponder further

The importance of creating a safe space for students (marginalized or not) to be able to speak out. What I worry about is when the students don't 
speak out...I know the work should not rest on the students shoulders but sometimes we as faculty are oblivious to how we present 
ourselves/what we say/how the content is delivered.

I also loved the free writing exercise, and will try to do it more often to improve my teaching practice of self reflection (on what worked and 

what didn't)

power of images

I need time to take in what I've done to others so I may respond in an affirming and actionable way.

An encouragement to reflect on the positive as well as the negative aspects we bring as educators in the classroom.

reflection, a dialogue with ego

Being mindful of balls that may come my way in the future . Being of aware of what I cannot bring into a classroom and why.

FEELINGS - feel them

Tools to interrogate my own feelings about weaknesses and what I need support with

understanding

that its both simple and hard to dive in to discomfort



How did participating in this workshop feel in your body?13 responses

Unsure

invigorating

fine

I felt the pit in my stomach empathizing with the moment when the student handed Glenn the ball.

uncomfortable holding the ball -- but a great metaphor

OY! a little rough but ultimately so helpful to move through those feelings!

It felt like a smooth breeze, a relaxing activity at the end of a long day.

heavy, warm, open

Affirming and liberating.

calming and warm.... easier to accept the harder topics

both supportive and uncomfortable (when thinking about holding the ball)

relief

a little difficult; i love embodied work and utilize it too but being as exhausted as i am, it almost helped me 

understand how it is when i invite students into such inquiries. and honestly i struggled around my own consent 

piece: i was so impressed with your embodiment and wanted to be 'a good student' that i pushed myself a little.



You are engaged in the life long commitment to creating more affirming more accessible learning/work/community 
environments!  What is an actionable step you can accomplish in the next month to support this work. (this can be about 
"holding the ball" or anything that supports your anti-oppressive lens.13 responses

Holding the ball

engage in creative expression to deepen communication

suspend judgement (ego)

How to create that safe space for students to speak out. Also try to do a self reflective writing once a week.

Always pause when receiving feedback; WAIT (Why Am I Talking), breathe, get input, follow up

Making sure I state that I need time to respond to someone after hearing them in order to meet their need. Honoring/acknowledging my own 

window of tolerance so I can truly be present for another.

Learn about specific methods that would help me reduce the power dynamics between the instructor and students.

start thinking about how holding the ball looks like for me

Be mindful of learning and growing as I teach. Allowing creativity to surface.

more check ins about creating an accessible environment with the students... asking in real time how things are feeling ....

To be more open and aware of my student's feelings

Holding the ball, re-accessing pedagogy

one surprise that came was how i suddenly feel more easily able to hold and maneuver difficult comments in class when in a classroom at 

pratt manhattan of 13/15 cis men! woah. i normally teach primarily queer and cis women students teaching feminism and gender theory at 

pratt and hunter. so i'm thinking of how to relate to that authority in a new way!



Group 2 Wrap Up Survey

Group 2 happened a month after Group 1



What did you take away from this creative exploration?10 responses

It was helpful to be vulnerable and have meaningful small group discussions

The time and space to reflect on goals and the foundations that keep me strong and considerate of others, both as an educator at Pratt 

and as an individual living in NYC.

Exploring silence and the poet of that and slowing down.

reminders about being resourced even when exhausted. ongoing education from an awesome anti-oppressive educator

Holding the ball is difficult but necessary and so important. Free writing was also a great tool that I want to use more often

I appreciated the whole experience ! When we talked about foundations, it was useful to see the many facets of what they could be and 

mean... "feelings matter", "humor", accessibility as act of love"

Keep building my foundation! and appreciate what I am already doing.

I thought of my foundation which is a self exploration.

I appreciated the way many of the prompts were geared towards creativity and self expression however I think more concrete examples 

could have been helpful to better understand the goals of becoming an anti oppressive educator. It seems like this was just scratching 

the surface of this tough and challenging concept / goal.

Feelings matter



How did participating in this workshop feel?10 responses

it felt that we are all in this work together and none of us have it all figured out which is nice

Calming, caring, open to other people’s perspectives.

Amazing. I love the connections.

resourcing

too short! great conversations started here

I felt nervous at first, but later felt more relaxed as time went on. Our breakout rooms were really good with real issues... about students and also 
how our school is white, racist, and where one can be with this reality... how does this manifest itself, how it causes impact, and even how to move 
through it but not enough answers, no answers feel like they can be answers... And in this space it would have been really good if there were more 
time.

About time... I appreciated that this was a short meeting on potentially big things. It seems as if the breakout room experience could have 

been a space to go deeper with the topic. Perhaps a practice or a space to regularly check in with these difficult feelings over time would be a 

very useful thing in the near future.

So good! This was a kind, kind space. And at the same time it pushed me to take action and to be accountable.

I felt a unity in our search thinking of how diverse our foundations are.

Ok. I think the group chats seemed like a large part of the content and tonight for ex... it was not enough time and we got pretty off topic.. hard 

to share about such complex feelings etc in a quick time frame. It almost felt like we were avoiding talking about the subject at hand ... at 

least tonight.

Supportive



You are engaged in the life long commited journey of being an anti-oppressive educator. What will you take on that journey?10 

responses

breath

Anti-oppressive theories and willingness to tolerate, respect, and support others.

My Spirituality, Truth, and Being Creative

my commitments to life and struggle <3

being brave and honest and check my own biases. Thank you Glenn!

I am engaged in this life long journey but not sure how I am doing it and relatively speaking, it is new to me. I very much want to facilitate an 
anti-oppressive learning space in my classroom. However, I feel that being white, I fear that I may be perpetuating oppressive behaviors in unaware 
ways. I am trying to take responsibility where I can for teaching within an environment that is largely unaware of how white and male much is within 
our paradigms of learning. I sense it is best to be open about this process and welcome diversity where it can be offered, sought after, and not just 
about white paradigms of learning. I wish I could do this more, do it better, become more sensitive... Workshops like this help provide language for this 
Important dimensionality, but I feel am only at the beginning of it.

Thanks !!

Pictures of my children and other people's children. Also an awareness of history. So maybe picture frames to sort through all of these images. 

Maybe some contain hope.

Accountability focus in the first part is something that really stayed with me. Exploring how that feels when we are about the drop the ball and try 

to keep it despite was mind blowing. I really appreciated the workshop. Thank you Glenn

An open and curious mind geared towards growth and introspection despite what difficulties may arise.

I am enough. It's never enough. Enough is enough.



Whats next for this research?

- While this is a creative workshop about accountability and humility. 
Im aware in the current moment it would be most likely used in the 
DEI or anti-racism sector.  I do not believe white people should 
make money off of anti-racism workshops. 

-

I hope to have  one - to - ones to share this work and the creative 
expression curriculum to support others integrating feelings, 
Humility, Frustration Tolerance, Ego Strength and community 
accountability into their already existing  DEI work



Reflections



Behavior change it is not magic, but 
rather a humble, generative, and 
almost always collaborative process. 


